Camera Software: AVT SmartView 1.5.1
Camera: Stingray F201B

Format Settings:
- format: F7mono0
- color: mono8 (for tif images), mono 16 (for raw)
- ISO speed: S200 (.tif), S400 (.raw)
- width: 1232 pixels
- height: 1232 pixels

Ctrl 1 Settings:
- target grey level: 125
- Shutter: 4095
- Gain: 0
- Brightness: 1023

Other Settings:
- light settings: turn knob to 5th minor notch
- Record settings:
  - Saving settings: Sample ?_Shear rate ?_.tif for cone tests
  - Sample ?_Plate height ?_.tif for parallel plate tests
  - Number of digits: 1
  - Take images every 107 frames (since max fps = 10.77)